
“Sweet Vegas” Is the first game of its kind from LEAP and features our very first 
always live reel mechanic. This classic slot game will treat players to the old-style fun 
of a one-armed bandit slot machine found in land-based casinos, combined with the 
very latest in modern technology.


‘Sweet Vegas’ is an easy-to-play, 5-reel slot game with eye-catching 2D graphics, 
flexible UX and UI and smooth playability across all devices, that immerses players 
into the glamourous world of a land-based casino and delights them with frequent 
winning combinations. This game is full of colourful candies and the nostalgic 
reference to the beloved classic slot genre is further captured by the fruit icons, bar 
symbols and Lucky 7s.


Your Players will also benefit from a high-win frequency that will have them coming 
back to play this game again and again. Whether they are playing from home or on 
the go, this fun slot game will keep them entertained for hours!

Game description

SWEET VEGAS
game sheet

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE

The information included herein is intended only for the person(s) or entity to which it was specifically sent and contains 
confidential material. Any transfer, review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon 
this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. Thank you for your cooperation!

GENERAL DATA

3021

5x3 94.8%

1878.8 x bet

10

0.20 to 250.00

Leap gaming games are all HTML5 based games which use the most advanced technologies 
to offer the best fit for the player device. Our games are fully responsive to the client 
device, can be customized and will offer high performance while insuring an exciting UX for 
our players.

Technology

For optimal game experience, LEAP Gaming recommends launching the game in 1280x720 
and 720x1280 resolution. If scaling is required, use 16:9 ratio.

Recommended size & ratio for desktop browsers

ARS Argentine peso

AMD Armenian Dram

BYL Belarus Ruble

BRL Brazilian real

GBP Great Britain Pound

CAD Canadian dollar

CNY Chinese yuan

COP Colombian peso

HRK Croatia Kuna

CZK Czech koruna

DKK Denmark Krone

EUR Euro

JPY Japanese yen

MKD Macedonian Denar 

RUB Russian rouble

USD US dollar

UAH Ukrainian Hryvnia

... And many more

currencies

EN English

FR French

DE German

GR Greek

LV Latvian

TH Thai

VI Vietnamese

ES Spanish

KO Korean

PT Portuguese

TR Turkish

KO Korean

SE Swedish

IT Italian

RO Romanian

RU Russian

SR Serbian

SV Swedish

JP Japanese

Languages

Free Spins

Available on reels 1, 3 and 5.



When the symbol appears on all 3 reels, regardless of the position, 
then 15 Free Spins with no low value symbols are awarded.

All Free Spins are played at the same stake they were awarded.



During the Free Spins, high value symbols and Wilds are stacked in 
stacks of three and all low value reel symbols are removed.

wild symbol

Appears stacked on reels 2, 3, and 4.



The Wild symbol substitutes for all symbols except for the Scatter 
symbol.

A win is awarded if three or more identical symbols line up left to right on an active pay-
line, beginning from the leftmost reel,. If multiple combinations on the same winning line 
occur, only the highest  will be paid. Simultaneous wins on different bet lines are possible 
and accumulated.


Winning combinations and pay-outs are made according to the PAYTABLE. A successful win 
line multiplies the line bet by the corresponding paytable multiplier.

Wins

Any winning combinations and pay-outs are made according to the PAYTABLE.

Use this table to find out the payout 
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How to calculate wins

The PAYTABLE shows the value for 3, 4, or 5 identical symbols lined up in a row. Only the 
highest winning combination per line is paid out from left to right.  


To calculate a single bet line win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence 
on the line from left to right.  


The total win will be the sum of all wins added together.

Button Function

Click this button to select the number of spins for AUTOPLAY.


Users can select a number of spins the game will play 
automatically.


Users can select a number of spins the game will play for 
automatically.


By clicking on “Advance,” players also have the option to set a limit 
for a single win or to prevent them from losing or winning above a 
set amount of cash  during the AUTOPLAY session.


Autoplay will stop if a single win exceeds or equals the win limit 
specified by the player before the round started. The same is true 
with exceeding or equaling the cash increase or decrease limits.


To end AUTOPLAY player can click the AUTOPLAY stop button.


Note: AUTOPLAY can't be changed during AUTOPLAY. You must stop 
the AUTOPLAY to change its settings. 

Click this button to begin the game round at the current cash and 
bet level. Alternatively, press the spacebar to perform the same 
function if chosen through settings on the desktop version to 
enable this feature.


Click on the spin button to begin each round. When the reels are 
spinning, this button will disappear on mobile.  
During the Free Spins the Spin Button will show how many free 
rounds are left.

Click this button (on mobile only) to alter bets or cash value for 
the next round. Should players change the cash value, the 
balance display will update with the new amount of cash in play. 
Current game balance will always appear in cash value next to 
the cash value.


The amount of home currency spent by the player on a spin.


The total amount of home currency spent by the player. 

eur 200

Click to open menu

Sound on – Turn the sound on.

Press to change cash value

Click to view the History Table.


Players can click on the History Table to see a record of their 
previous bets, stakes,winnings, and the current game status. By 
clicking on a specific session, details are provided of any winning 
combinations, winning collectibles, or scatters that resulted in 
Free Spins. Game History is not available in Free Game mode.

Click this button to access more game settings.


Players can switch sound on or off, return to the home screen (on 
mobile), review their betting history, choose quick spin mode 
(where applicable) and choose to use space bar to spin or to stop 
a spin while playing on their desktop. ‘Game Settings’ appears 
only on the desktop, not on mobile.  

Click to activate turbo spin mode 

Close menu

Mute – Turn the sound off.

Click to activate quick spin mode 

Click to open the Pay Table and info page.

Click to return to the home screen (on mobile only).
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WINNING COMBINATIONS

Randomization - The reels are spun with a fair and equal chance for each stop position by a 
certified random number generator.


Malfunctions void all pays and plays. The following game features and settings may be 
subject to the terms and conditions of the gaming site:


The procedures used to manage unfinished game rounds.


The length of time allowed before a game session automatically ends due to inactivity.

Additional Information


